THE END DAYS
Signs in the Sky
(Note: The words are from Our Lord Jesus Christ to Maria Divine Mercy, unless otherwise
indicated. References: The first number is the order of the messages, the last three pairs of numbers
are dates of the messages in month, day, year)

1.

God the Father: No scientific evaluation will make sense when two suns are seen

Soon, the stars will no longer shine with their great intensity. Soon, new, unexpected signs, which
will defy all human understanding of science, will be shown by Me, to a disbelieving world, as
the beginning of My Intervention is revealed. No scientific evaluation will make sense when two
suns are seen. No definition, by man’s limited knowledge, will make sense. Yet, they will take
every sign, given to the world from Heaven, and say that this other human life exists in the
universe.
I ask you, dear children, to never deny Me or to deny My Promise to bring the world the final peace
and reconciliation, which is yours if you will accept it on My Terms and not your own. My Will is
about to be accomplished at last. To prepare you, I will present to the world many miracles in
the skies, in the universe and planetary system. When you witness these events, I want you to be
joyful, for you will know then that I Am heralding the return of My Son to complete His Promise of
eternal salvation. (959 11-10-13)
2.

The first sign will be that the Earth will spin faster. The second sign concerns the sun,
which will loom larger, brighter and begin to spin

Beside it you will see a second sun. Then the weather will cause the world to shake and the
changes will mean that many parts of the Earth will be destroyed. These punishments – and
there will be many – will strip humanity of its arrogance, so that souls will beg for the Mercy of
God. Nothing else will stir the hearts of stone of those who have shut the Love of God out of their
lives.
When My Church declares that it welcomes all, do not be fooled. It will not mean they are
welcoming pagans into My Church, so that they can bow before My Tabernacle. No, it will be to
parade idolatry, caused by the sin of pride, before Me, to desecrate the Holy and Sacred
Tabernacles. They will place pagan symbols on My Altars and demand that unsuspecting
congregations bow and accept their fellow brothers and sisters, with grace and generosity. All
will be asked to deny the Truth, so as to welcome false worshippers, who will trample on My
Altars. Then, the Hand of God will fall.
So many people will reject Me, right up to the end. Two-thirds will spit at Me, fight My
Intervention and scream every kind of obscenity at Me. As the Day draws closer and closer, the
hatred against Me, will be witnessed for all to see. Even those who give the world the impression
that they honor God will curse Me quietly.
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The day when the deceit of the Beast will be exposed for all to see will be a day no one will forget.
For that day, as the world will see the Imposter, the Antichrist, rise with My Crown on his head –
dressed in the robes of red – will be the day when fire will pour from his mouth. As the horror
finally sinks in, fire will envelop him and he and all those who pledged allegiance to him will be
cast into the abyss. And then I will come as I have told you. I will raise up My Church and bring the
world together in union with the Holy Will of My Father and peace, at last, will reign. (962 11-1213)
3. Signs will appear in the sky first – the sun will spin
You, My daughter, must prepare your family and tell those in need of My great mercy to be
ready.”
“Once again the signs will appear first. Many people will sit up and take heed when they see the
changes in the skies. They will witness the sun spin like never before. Then they will see the
cross. This will happen immediately before the stars clash in the skies and when My rays of
Divine Mercy will cover the earth.”
“Silence will ensue so that each soul will be in a state of absolute privacy when they come before
Me. Tell My children what to watch out for because they must not be afraid. This is not an event to
fear. Instead you must all welcome this encounter.” (246 11-11-11)
4. The time for the comet to appear, of which I spoke, when people will believe that there are
two suns, is close
Soon the wondrous spectacle will be seen by humanity, and there will be heard the sound of
thunder, and it will seem that the two suns will collide.”
5. Two comets will collide, My cross will appear in a red sky
This great event will shock everyone. They will see great signs in the skies before The Warning
takes place. Stars will clash with such impact that man will confuse the spectacle they see in the sky
as being catastrophic. As these comets infuse a great red sky will result and the sign of my cross
will be seen all over the world by everyone. Many will be frightened. But I say rejoice for you will
see, for the first time in your lives, a truly Divine Sign that represents great news for sinners
everywhere.” (105 06-05-11)
“Followers of mine everywhere, I call on you to show great courage by telling My children that
they must not fear when they witness this divine spectacular display of My Great Mercy for
mankind. Bring them back into My fold by preparing them. If they will not listen, pray for them.”
(115 06-14-11)
6. The Skies will be peeled back as if a roof has opened
The earth will be shaken with such force that no man will escape My Eyes, My Spirit or My Gift.
Many will tremble with fear because it will only be then that many will become aware of their
souls for the very first time. They will know that their love of their bodies all the senses they seek
to nurture is meaningless. They will see every part of the soul but won’t be through their own eyes
in which they will see it. They will look at their souls through My Eyes. They will feel ill and
nauseous as I do when I see the ugliness of their wretched wrongdoings. They will see how
rotten their behavior was towards others and the evil they did onto their fellow human beings, their
brothers and sisters. Then they will see their love of self, the vanity and love of false idols and will
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know how this offends Me. For those whose sins are so black they will feel ill, in pain and will not
be able to stand the horror what they have to see. They will need every strength to withstand the
purification needed to enable them to survive and follow the path of the Truth.”
“It is important to understand that The Warning is just that. I come to warn God’s children that their
sins can and will be forgiven.” (457 06-16-12)
7. My Cross will appear after the explosion in the skies
Many will weep bitter tears of remorse and sadness and will endure the pain of humiliation because
of their sins. Others will scream and curse because they will not be able to withstand the
illumination, a divine sign, because of the darkness of their souls and they will resist the light of My
Mercy. They will howl with the pain of the fires of Hell as My Sign of Mercy will show them the
fate which awaits them, unless they repent and change their ways.”
“Those good souls who love Me will also suffer for many of them will be also be stained with sin
but they will receive instant Absolution. They too, will be humbled, when their sin of pride is
shown to them.” (480 07-12-12)
8. Rejoice when the sky explodes for you will know that I am coming
The sun will begin to pulsate and spin in the lead-up to the world as it is being prepared for The
Warning.”
“My cross will appear first. They will be shocked but this is being given as a sign so that you can
prepare your souls and ask for redemption for the sins you have committed. By doing this you will
not suffer during The Warning.”
“Pray, pray, pray, My followers everywhere. Rejoice when the sky explodes for you will know that
I am truly coming into the world. At last, mankind will not be able to deny Me. My love will radiate
in every corner of the world as I try to draw in all souls everywhere.” (210 10-02-11)
9. Mother of Salvation: These Miracles will happen over a period of three years
The Miracles commanded by my Eternal Father will be made known soon in all parts of the Earth.
These Miracles will defy all human reasoning, scientific knowledge and experience. The Earth, the
sun and the moon will react to produce very unusual spectacles and many will know that they could
only have been made possible by the Hand of God. These Miracles will happen over a period of
three years and they will take place for a reason. They are to help to ignite the faith of humanity so
that they will realize that everything is controlled by the Hand of God… The Miracles I speak of
will include great Acts of God, which will involve tragedies which will be averted and seem to have
been impossible from a scientific point of view. They will also involve great signs in the sky; the
movement of the Earth and the colors associated with nature. My own involvement with these
Miracles will be seen through the signs I will place at my apparition sites around the world. (1,150
06-19-14)
10. The Antichrist will claim he is Me, Jesus Christ
I must warn all of God’s children. I will never come in the flesh the second time.
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I will not appear in the world as a leader. Nor will I, this time, perform miracles to prove to you
who I am other than the miracle of The Warning and The Miracle in the sky, which will be seen
some time after The Warning takes place. (513 08-12-12)
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